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	Machine Learning for Finance: Principles and practice for financial insiders, 9781789136364 (1789136369), Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A guide to advances in machine learning for financial professionals, with working Python code

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore advances in machine learning and how to put them to work in financial industries
	
			Clear explanation and expert discussion of how machine learning works, with an emphasis on financial applications
	
			Deep coverage of advanced machine learning approaches including neural networks, GANs, and reinforcement learning


	
		Book Description

	
		Machine Learning for Finance explores new advances in machine learning and shows how they can be applied across the financial sector, including in insurance, transactions, and lending. It explains the concepts and algorithms behind the main machine learning techniques and provides example Python code for implementing the models yourself.

	
		The book is based on Jannes Klaas' experience of running machine learning training courses for financial professionals. Rather than providing ready-made financial algorithms, the book focuses on the advanced ML concepts and ideas that can be applied in a wide variety of ways.

	
		The book shows how machine learning works on structured data, text, images, and time series. It includes coverage of generative adversarial learning, reinforcement learning, debugging, and launching machine learning products. It discusses how to fight bias in machine learning and ends with an exploration of Bayesian inference and probabilistic programming.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Apply machine learning to structured data, natural language, photographs, and written text
	
			How machine learning can detect fraud, forecast financial trends, analyze customer sentiments, and more
	
			Implement heuristic baselines, time series, generative models, and reinforcement learning in Python, scikit-learn, Keras, and TensorFlow
	
			Dig deep into neural networks, examine uses of GANs and reinforcement learning
	
			Debug machine learning applications and prepare them for launch
	
			Address bias and privacy concerns in machine learning


	
		Who this book is for

	
		This book is ideal for readers who understand math and Python, and want to adopt machine learning in financial applications. The book assumes college-level knowledge of math and statistics.
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Marketing For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance)For Dummies, 2009
Covers everything from essential marketing principles and techniques to the latest methods and trends

Want to sharpen your marketing skills to promote your products and services? Whether you're introducing a new product or jumpstarting your existing marketing plans, Marketing For Dummies, 3rd Edition, helps you get a handle on...


		

Rubyisms in Rails, Digital ShortcutAddison Wesley, 2007
This is not a programming guide. Yes, there is code, but this digital shortcut is not about coding. Rather, this is really a short about design, about philosophy, and about appreciating beauty. This short looks at the way in which the grace of Ruby informs the design of Rails.

This is a surprisingly...


		

Modern Italian Grammar: A Practical Guide (Modern Grammars)Routledge, 1997


	Modern Italian Grammar follows an entirely new approach to learning Italian. It

	embraces a new way of looking at grammar not as an ultimate goal, but as the

	tool with which we construct a dialogue or a piece of writing.





	Modern Italian Grammar is specifically designed to be accessible to the

	English reader not...




	

Beginning iOS Application Development with HTML and JavaScript (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	THE AMAZING SUCCESS OF THE IPHONE and iPad over the past four years has proven that

	application developers are now smack deep in a brave new world of sophisticated, multifunctional

	mobile applications. No longer do applications and various media need to live in separate silos.

	Instead, mobile web-based applications can bring...

		

Mastering Embedded Linux Programming: Create fast and reliable embedded solutions with Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Harness the power of Linux to create versatile and robust embedded solutions

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to develop and configure robust embedded Linux devices
	
			Explore the new features of Linux 5.4 and the Yocto Project 3.1 (Dunfell)
	
			Discover different ways to...




		

Designing and Engineering Time: The Psychology of Time Perception in SoftwareAddison Wesley, 2008
This book was written with several practitioners and professionals in mind. The first group is the software engineers. Not everyone has had the opportunity (or wants) to take classes in human-computer interaction, usability, or user interface design, and not every company can afford to hire usability professionals to assist with optimizing the user...
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